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The key findings below are based on the interview shifts undertaken in September 
2020. The data for September 2020 is based on 75 surveys so the findings below 
provide an initial indicative steer rather than statistically robust results. Each month 
additional data will be added to the visitor research, providing a more robust picture 
of trends, continuities and changes.

We are also undertaking bi-monthly consumer sentiment tracking as part of our 
recovery work alongside City of York Council, to track confidence in taking holidays 
or short breaks in the UK, consumer behaviour, and attitude to taking holidays in 
York.  Each wave of research will comprise a sample of 250 respondents, and this 
report will be updated every wave to show changes and continuities in the attitudes 
of UK holiday takers. 

Following the initial sentiment tracker being published with the August visitor survey, 
our next wave of sentiment research will be published with the October survey.

Background

A face to face survey of visitors to York is 

being undertaken each month from August 

2020 through to March 2021, for the Visit 

York Visitor Survey 2020-21, rather than 

our usual annual survey data, to provide the 

most up-to-date and accessible information 

for our members and partners, in response 

to the impact of covid-19 on tourism.

Find out more about the latest tourism stats for the city 
by reading our September Tourism Intelligence report
visityork.org/tourism-intelligence
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Profile of visitors

of visitors from outside 
York during September 
were first time visitors.

27%
of visitors in September 
were regular or recent 
visitors.

32%
of September visitors had 
children in their party.
(down from 17% in August)

3% 

29% from Yorkshire

68% from elsewhere in the UK

3% from overseas

9%
local residents

91% 
outside the city

the proportion of 
visitors on a day trip.

of people who visited 
York were holidaying 
outside the city.

of people stayed 
overnight in York.

33%
August 2020

of people chose to travel by train 
(up from 23% from August) 

of visitors are travelling to York by car 
(down slightly from 64% in August) 

36%

33% 61%

17% 47%
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67% Post family
(up 9% from August)

30% Pre-family 
(up 10% from August)

An 11% dip from August in family visits 

corresponds with the average spend (per 

person per day, excluding accommodation) 

increasing by 80.2% to £85.16 for September 

compared to £47.25 for August. 

We’ve seen a 24% increase in the 

55-64 category and a reduction of 

11% in child visits (aged 16 and under) 

when compared to August.

3% Young family 
(down 11% from August)

Profile of visitors

The lifestage 
breakdown for 

September 

Age band of 
September visitors

5+65-7455-6445-5535-4425-3417-2412-165-11Under 5

1%
3%

-%

8%

25%

11%

25%

45%

7%

-%
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Overnight stayers

Activities, Spend & Satisfaction
100% of people ‘strolled around and enjoyed the ambience’

68% shopped in regular shops (61% in August)

53% visited museums and attractions

47% were eating and drinking after 5pm 

32% shopped in a market (up from 21% in August). 

average spend per person 
per day (excluding 
accommodation).
(compared to £47.25 for August)

£85.16 
satisfaction, remains 
very high.
(95% in August)

97%
of visitors from outside 
York are very likely to 
return in the next 2 years. 

87% 

2.11 nights average stay 
for those visiting York, which 
remains very similar to 
August at 2.24.

were staying overnight 
inside York.

47% 
of visitors

of people used B&B 
and Guesthouses.

of people used self-
catering accommodation 
(down from 22% in August)

of visitors used Hotels.
(compared to 65% in August)

9% 6% 66%


